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Legal dilemma in use of Artificial
Intelligence in creation of copyright works
By. Paul Kaindo
Artificial Intelligence refers to the use of
smart machines to perform tasks that would
ordinarily require human intelligence. These
smart machines attempt to replicate or
simulate human intelligence. Most Artificial
Intelligence systems are powered by
machine learning. Examples include, Smart
assistants (like Siri and Alexa), google map,
robots, drones, taxi Apps, taxi hailing apps,
face detection and recognition apps, text
editors or autocorrect, spam filters on email,
social media monitoring tools and e-payment
platforms among others.
The unprecedented Artificial Intelligence
advancement has created a paradigm
shift in virtually every industry including
Copyright. In 2016 Google-owned Artificial
Intelligence company ‘Deep Mind’ created
a software that can generate music by
listening to recordings. Other ventures have
seen computers write poems, write short
novels, edit photographs and even generate
portraits. Closer home, drones are being used
in photography and in film making while
taxi hailing apps as well as mobile money
transfer apps are every day apps.
Artificial Intelligence has been involved
in various types of creative works since
the 1970s. Most of the computer-generated
works of art historically relied on the creative
input of the person who created the software.
The machine was just an instrument or a
tool just like a brush or canvas. In recent
times, technology appears to have taken over
the creative process forcing us to rethink
the interaction between computers and the
creative process. This revolution is as a
result of the rapid development in machine
learning software that produces autonomous
systems capable of learning without being
specifically programmed by a human.
A computer program developed for machine
learning purposes has a built-in algorithm.
This algorithm allows it to learn from data
input and to evolve and make future decisions
that may be either directed or independent.
When applied to copyright works, machine
learning algorithms learn from input
provided by programmers. They learn from
this data to generate original pieces of
work autonomously. They independently
determine what the final piece of work will

look like. While the programmer can set
parameters, the final piece of work is neutral
and is essentially generated by the computer
program itself and not a human being.
As a result, Artificial Intelligence has
disrupted copyright as we traditionally knew
it. Generally, copyright law is intended
to protect the fruits of intellectual labour
founded on the creative powers of the mind.
A work qualifies for copyright protection
within the meaning of the Kenya Copyright
Act as long as it is fixed and is original.
Originality in most cases requires human
author. This raises the issue of ownership in
Artificial Intelligence generated copyright
works. There is no general consensus among
World Intellectual Property Organisation
(WIPO) member states on how this

ownership issue in Artificial Intelligence
generated works should be treated.
Traditionally, the ownership of copyright in
computer generated works was not questioned
because a computer program was merely a tool
that supported the creative process, just like a
pen and paper. However, with the latest types
of Artificial Intelligence, a computer program
is no longer just a tool. It is capable of making
many decisions involved in the creative
process without human intervention.
Under the Kenya Copyright Act, the first
owner of copyright is the author unless the
work is commissioned or made under a
contract of service; in which case it is owned
by the commissioning party or the employer.
Generally speaking, an owner of copyright is
either a physical person or a legal entity.
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There are two ways in which copyright law

generated works is held by the person who

meaning of the Kenya Copyright Act.

can deal with ownership in works where

made the necessary preparations for the

Therefore, under the current legal framework

human interaction is minimal or non-existent.

creation of the work in question.

in Kenya, the creator of an Artificial Intelligent

It can either deny copyright protection for

machine will retain copyright over the

works that have been generated by a computer

The legal issue that comes to mind is who

machine’s source code while the user of the

just like in Australia and Europe. In Europe,

would be considered to be the ‘person by

Artificial Intelligence machine who generates an

copyright only applies to original works.

whom the arrangements necessary for the

Artificial Intelligence created works will attract

Originality in Europe must reflect the author’s

creation of the work were undertaken?’.

the same copyright protection in the Artificial

own intellectual creation. This is usually

Intelligence generated work independent of the

understood to mean that an original work must

The Act does not specify whether this

copyright in the program.

reflect the author’s personality. This clearly

person is the programmer or the user.

means that a human author is necessary for a

It however appears to suggest that the

Artificial Intelligence is already being used

copyright work to exist.

person who makes the arrangement for

to generate works in music, journalism and

the creation of the work in question, in

gaming. Without copyright protection, these

The second option would be attributing

this case the user, would be the author and

works could be deemed free of copyright

authorship to the programmer. This is

hence the owner of copyright.

because of lack of a human author.

countries such as Hong Kong, India, Ireland,

The user’s contribution in the creative

This would negatively affect the creative

New Zealand and the UK. Under the Kenyan

process irrespective of whether it just

economy since works generated through

Copyright Act an author in a literary, dramatic,

involves pressing a button for the

Artificial Intelligence would be freely used and

musical or artistic work or computer program

machine to create the work is sufficient

reused by anyone. This is clearly not the spirit

which is computer generated, means the

to qualify as an author. The person who

of Copyright laws.

person by whom the arrangements necessary

makes arrangement for the creation of

for the creation of the work were undertaken.

the program, in this case the programmer

In other words, copyright in computer

is the author of the program within the

apparent in Kenyan copyright Act and a few
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Protecting creative works
developed through Artificial
Intelligence systems
approaches to originality and that is that the
personality of the author must be reflected
in the resulting work. A critical examination
of various copyright works will reveal
an author’s personality in the work. For
instance, John Grisham’s novels speak a lot
about his personality and his perception of
the legal profession.
What about works generated by AI systems?
Do they reflect anyone’s personality? The
answer to this is not simple and straight
forward because a lot is involved in coming
up with an AI generated piece of work.

By. Faith Amatika-Omondi
Ordinarily, creative works for instance
literary, artistic, musical works, etc are
protected by copyright. But what happens
when such works are developed by nonhumans for instance Artificial Intelligence
systems?
Most people are familiar with the [in] famous
monkey selfie’s for which the court ruled that
since the monkey was not a human being, it
was incapable of owning copyright in the
selfie’s it took.
Now we have different authors which are not
monkeys or elephants but they are machines,
software, algorithms or a system. They are
catholically known as Artificial Intelligence
systems. Artificial Intelligence is generally
defined as ‘a system’s ability to interpret
external data correctly, to learn from such
data and to use those learning to achieve
specific goals and tasks through flexible
adaptation’.

First, the program (software) must be
developed. Then the algorithm must be
developed and trained. The training of the
algorithm requires so much data, which data
may be other works for instance paintings.
Then there are the users of the AI system.
These are the people who activate it to
churn out the works. Since there are many
stakeholders in the chain, it is not easy to
identify the sole author of the resulting
work.
Some have argued that the programmer
should be the one bestowed with the
copyright in the resulting work. This
is however not a sustainable argument
because he/she already owns copyright in
the program/software. Additionally, the
software does not function singly. At the
algorithm stage, where data is fed into the
system, different weights are applied to suit
the expected result such that the resulting
outcome may be quite different from what
the programmer expected.

The major pre-condition for protecting
works by copyright is that they must be
original. According to the common law legal
systems, original connotes the employment
of skill labour and judgment by the creator.

This is what is commonly known as the
‘black box’ and has elicited so much
trepidation as people have been dreading
the fact that AI systems will end up doing
things that the programmers have no control
over. However, this should not be the case
due to concept of Explainable AI (XAI).
XAI simply means an explanation of what
happens in the ‘black box’. Therefore, the
programmer cannot be the author of the
resulting copyright work.

The civil law systems on the other hand
require a work to be an author’s own
intellectual creation. The European Union
goes a step further to emphasise that the
author’s own intellectual creation must be
stamped with the author’s personal touch. A
common thread can be seen in these different

Others argue that the owner of the training
data ought to be the author. This is also not
a sustainable argument since there is no
originality in owning and supplying data.
If anything, the supply of the training data
can be well taken care of through licensing
agreements.

There has also been the argument that the
resulting works should be given corporate
personhood like companies. The challenge
with this approach is that it will not be easy
to navigate the hurdles posed by the awkward
situation that comes during licensing or other
agreements. It may be difficult to enter into an
agreement to use musical works developed by
an AI system when the copyright holder is a
system.
The same bottleneck applies to the approach
of defining such works as works made for
hire or as derivative works. If anything, works
developed by AI systems do not fall squarely
in the ambit of derivative works because as
explained above, an AI system simply ‘learns’
from the data given to it and comes up with
something totally new. A derivative work is
a different version/form of an existing work
for instance a movie based on a novel or a
painting of a photograph.
Some have argued that the person who
activates the machine, be it a robot or a 3D
printer to churn out the work should own the
copyright. But the question that still begs is,
where is the originality in that action? Is there
any personality of such a user that can be seen
in the resulting work? In the same vein, does
the resulting work reflect any personality of the
AI system? Does the AI have any personality
in the first place?
One of the justifications for protecting works
of copyright and IP in general is to incentivise
the creator to create more. In an AI generated
work, who should the law seek to incentivise?
The system? I guess not, because whether it is
incentivised or not, it will still churn out the
works. The person(s) to be incentivised is/
are all the people in the chain. This is because
investments have been made in the hardware,
in Research and Development, in obtaining
the training data etc. Since AI systems and
other emerging technologies are fast changing,
50 years plus life may not be necessary.
The useful economic life of an AI generated
work may be at most ten (10) years before
something more fanciful comes along. A sui
generis system of protecting AI generated
works may therefore apply in this case. The
duration should be probably 5-7 years to help
the stakeholders recoup their investment in the
work. After that, the work should fall into the
public domain for all to use.
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Ownership Issues in Copyright
Works in The Age Of
Artificial Intelligence
By. Wyclife Jaketch
Copyright law has an underlying objective to
promote development of science and arts and
to improve livelihood of the creative artists.
The traditional copyright law contemplates
a situation where a copyright is owned by
natural or legal people who are the authors
of the creative works. However, with the
advancement of technology, the question as
to who should actually own the copyright
in the creative works generated by the aid
of artificial intelligence is becoming more
blurred by the day. Artificial intelligence has
manifestly become a reality in the modern
times where machines do generate useful
works, both literary and artistic with very
little human intervention.
The sophistication in technology has
challenged the status quo on the test
of copyright ownership. This has been
occasioned by the fact that computer or
machine generated works are not mere
derivative secondary works from the existing
primary works. The AI enabled works are
substantially dissimilar with what may be
perceived by the primary source of the work.
This means that a machine in this respect has
some sought of originality in creating primary
work. Then the question would be should
such a work be attributed to the machine and
can a machine be an author for purposes of
copyright ownership.
In Kenya, the definition of an author in
copyright law dispels the notion that a
machine can own a copyright in any work.
This is clear because the Copyright Act, 2001
consistently refer to “means a person” when
defining an author. It is also commonplace in
Kenya that “a person” either means a natural
person or a legal person which is a corporate
entity. It is important to note that the said
law acknowledges computer programs as
copyright works as well as the computergenerated works.
Section 2 of the Copyright Act defines an
author in relation to a literary, dramatic,
musical or artistic work or computer program
which is computer generated, to mean the
person by whom the arrangements necessary
for the creation of the work were undertaken.
It also defines a computer programmer to
mean the person who exercised control over
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the making of the program.
Instructively, in Kenya, it is only possible
for a natural or a legal person to own
a copyright over AI enabled copyright
works. Nonetheless, such a person must
be the one that has made a necessary
arrangement for the creation of the work
by the machine or controls the creation of
a computer program in case of a computer
program. That makes sense on the face of
it. However, practically more details may
be useful. For instance, what would amount
to necessary arrangements is fairly unclear
and the same has not been addressed
before the Kenyan courts. Equally, for
computer programs what would constitute
control can be problematic.
Questions can still be raised. What is the
place of the inventors of the machine or
computers with requisite intelligence
capable of creating copyright works?
Should the copyright work not belong
fully with the owner or bona fide purchaser
of the machine? What of those who have
the know-how to operate the machine
and actually key in some inputs for it to
generate some works? Can machines
infringe copyright works owned by other
persons?
In my view, if an AI enabled machine
has been sold off to a bona fide purchaser
both economic and moral rights on works
that it generates should belong to the
purchaser. The test should be presumptive
in the sense that whoever acquires an AI
machine legitimately should be taken to

have necessary skills to operate the machine
and generate the copyright works even by
merely connecting it to electric power.
That therefore means anyone else who
comes in contact with the machine during the
ownership of the purchaser is assumed to do
so under the control, direction, employment
or commissioning of the present owner (the
purchaser). That eliminates any possibility
of such operator to acquire any derivative or
primary copyright on the works generated by
the machine unless there is a contract to the
contrary, similar to how employer-employee
relationships may handle issues of copyright of
works generated during employment.
In light of that, it may be concluded that the
AI enabled machines can equally infringe
copyright of other authors. That may depend
on the type of AI or functions that the machines
have. If it only has that will enable it to derive
a work from primary works of other authors,
then that would be clear an infringement under
the Kenya law. That infringement will thus be
attributable to the owner of the copyright in the
machine generated work based on the forgoing
test.
However, if the AI of the machine is such
that the works are materially and substantially
primary on itself then that would not amount
to an infringement under the Kenyan law.
Therefore, as the technology advances it is
important to stay clear as to authorship and
copyright ownership so to easily address issues
of benefits and enforcements of copyright as
and when they arise.
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How Artificial Intelligence will
Affect the way Consumers Shop
bination of all these. Examples include Nike,
L’Oréal, Huawei, Apple, Heineken, etc. Trademark law protects the rights of the people involved in the sale and production of the goods
against any sort of infringement. It is among
the types of Intellectual Property rights that
have faced major challenges with the emergence of new technologies.

By. Clarrise Mideva
We are currently in the era of disruptive
technology where consumers and businesses
have been forced to alter their ways of operation. Artificial Intelligence (AI) is an example of such disruptive technology. AI derives
its characteristics from human intelligence
and applies them as algorithms. This kind of
learning system is also able to improve on
itself based on the data being fed to it. Examples of such systems include Chabot’s; digital assistants such as Google assistant; facial
recognition; search and recommendations
algorithms, etc.
AI applies in many different fields including e-commerce. With so many industries
engaging in e-commerce, many of them are
moving into the AI market. They use AI to
monitor their customers’ history to assist
them in advertising specific goods/services
to them, discovering their target market,
forecasting demand of such goods/services,
and setting prices. This is because surveys
have demonstrated that a huge percentage of
consumers prefer shopping online. In 2018,
Statista reported that an estimated 1.8 billion
people worldwide purchase goods online.
Due to this, the number of advertisements
from different brands once you access the internet is baffling. The amount of data related
to online retailers and their consumers is also
tremendous and is growing every day. Since
AI can collect these kinds of data, basing on
a person’s buying habits, preferred products/

services, and location; it is capable of recommending products/services that it thinks
the person will be more interested in. Most
consumers have developed dependence for
AI tailored recommendations to decide what
products to buy, what services to request for,
what series to watch, what food to order etc.
Generally, AI is now becoming a consumer.
AI assistants can place orders for us and the
products/services are selected based on algorithms that predict what we might wantor
what we may prefer. Amazon, for example,
uses this kind of technology by allowing you
to place an order through ‘Alexa’ (its digital voice assistant). All you have to do is say
“order”, “checkout my cart” or “cancel my
order”. Similarly, you can now call an Uber
using ‘Siri’ (Apple’s virtual assistant). We
even have smart refrigerators that are enabled with Amazon’s ‘Alexa’ that prepare
recipes based on what’s in your fridge, add
items to your shopping cart automatically
once they run out, and make automated purchases. Interesting, right? Gradually, human
choices are being replaced by technological
choices.
AI and Trademarks
As much as AI makes the consumers’ lives
easier, online retailers have to ensure that
their Trademarks are protected. Trademarks
are signs used by retailers to distinguish their
goods/services from those of their competitors. These could be words, shapes, slogans,
names, numerals, scents, phrases, or a com-

With tailored recommendations for consumers
by AI systems, there is the risk of Trademark
confusion and the likelihood of counterfeiting. Envisage a situation where the AI recommends a product being sold by an individual,
who is misleading consumers to think that his/
her products come from a famous brand such
as Nike, or a situation where the product recommended is a refurbished version of the original product, or worse where the product recommended is a counterfeit (a fake/imitation of
a certain registered trademark).
Many have questioned who will be liable in
such circumstances. Is it the owner of the AI,
the individual selling the products, or both? In
the working paper for the discussion of AI and
IP published by WIPO in 2020, several members suggested that both the owner of the AI
and the individual selling the products should
be held liable. I concur with these members
since AI becomes a secondary infringer in
such instances.
Another risk posed to Trademarks by AI
systems is bias. The algorithms may be manipulated to exclude certain Trademarks and
ensure consumers buy certain trademarks. Or
recommend only products the consumer has
used before. It’s easier for a consumer to find
numerous products through normal search
than with AI, where only a few products will
be listed. This is risky for retailers as some of
them may never have their products purchased
on certain platforms. Aaron Shapiro, the CEO
of Huge Inc., indicated that as AI becomes
prevalent, some brands will be forced to take a
backseat. To avoid such situations, Trademark
laws should evolve to be in line with these
kinds of technological advancements. Brands
on the other hand should take advantage of the
opportunities presented by AI and use them to
create the best experiences for their consumers.
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Members of the public attending training on copyright and related
rights at Eldamaravine

Group photo of the Taskforce on the development of National Film Policy and Bill
2021 during a retreat at Sawela Lodge, Naivasha.

KECOBO staff train police officers at Kakamega Police Station on copyright and related rights.

KECOBO staff train police officers at Kakamega Police Station on copyright
and related rights.
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KECOBO Senior Copyright Inspector training police during a country wide police
training program at Rift Valley region.
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PICTORIAL

KECOBO Assistant Director Legal Affairs Ms. Sharon Chahale training police
officers in Eldamaravine on copyright and related rights.

KECOBO Copyright Inspector Mr. Sonyking Karani training police officers on
copyright and related rights in Eldoret

A display of Artists training at Social Hall in Kakamega County.

KECOBO Assistant Director Legal Affairs Ms Sharon training artists at Kakamega
Social Hall in Kakamega on copyright and related rights

KECOBO Senior Copyright Inspector Mr. Ephraim Ndiritu training police
officers on copyright and related rights at Kakamega Police Station.
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Ethical and Cultural Issues Against Artificial
Intelligence in Copyright Protection
By .Wycliffe Jaketch.
Ethics is known to be the moral principles
governing people’s behaviour or conduct
of activities. Culture on the other hand is a
collection of ideas, customs and social behaviour of a given group of people. In Africa,
ethical and cultural debate is so fundamental
that sometimes it gets emotive, literally in all
spheres of life. No doubt, the African culture
permeates legal and technological advancements that may be there today.
Africa is alive to the fact that western world
has made enormous sophistry in technology
to the extent of the use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) in the day today-today lives. Many
African countries have or are on the verge of
acquiring sophisticated machines to march the
level of technological capabilities elsewhere.
Kenya is not an exception.
However, the silent doubt which is imminent
is whether such machine and the works they
generate may be ethical and culturally acceptable in the African realm. African countries
and indeed Kenya are not culturally homogenous hence the ethical and cultural relativism
in trying to analyse the contextual relevance
and impact of the AI enabled machine. Be that
as it may, it is commonplace that machines are
taking the traditional roles of natural persons.
For instance, these machines can generate
primary copyright works as well as derivative works. As observed elsewhere, the issue
of ownership of copyright in Kenya still does
not recognise machines as authors but human
or corporate entities that either own the machines or operate them are recognised. However, the rate at which machine sophistication
is taking place, it can be rightly predicted that
a time shall come when machines may be
considered authors capable of owning copyright in their works independent of humans or
corporations. If this happens, the first major
danger will be a sharp shift from ordinary
creativity in copyright works but the creation
of machines that can easily create copyright
works. This will rapidly render obsolete the
art and creativity of some parts of the world
such as Africa.
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But there is a more pertinent concern,
grave than that. The main aim of copyright law is to promote human artistic and
technological creativity for the economic
benefit of the people involved. If in the
creativity natural persons are limited by
machines, chances are high that the diversity of works that will be produced by machines will narrow. Equally, if machines
get to have independent ownership of
copyright works, it will be difficult to actually tell to whose benefit economic and
moral rights are accruing. In any event, a
machine cannot claim a right. This will
create a lacuna through the copyright law,
where AI enabled machines will be used
to claim economic benefits of individuals whose identity cannot be accountable.
That may open a platform for money laundering and terrorist activities.
Even as of today, AI enabled machines
require proper regulation that puts a human face to machines. That is necessary
first for ethical reasons. The rightness of
the machines especially in Africa will depend largely on their consequences to the
African population. The larger part of the
African population is unemployed and not
well equipped with the necessary skills
to keep up the pace of the technological
population. Therefore, the first reaction
is that AI is out to render most of the Af-

rican youth destitute by making their creativity less important and by taking up their jobs.
Secondly, the accountability and integrity of the
machines that are fully dependent on internal
technological composition of the machines and
not external social orders such as law, morality
or religion may fail especially due to the inability to align the internal control to the external
demands of a given society.
African culture is largely humanistic and so
the existence and usefulness of a human being
is central. Therefore, recognising machines to
be so independent of humans especially if the
benefits they accrue are not definable to humans
is culturally awkward in the African context.
That is to say that as technology develops and
as African countries continue to acquire or even
develop machines that are AI enabled, it must
be borne in mind that the same must be viewed
in a humanistic sense and not so technical and
mechanical way.
The law such as copyright law though must not
only adopt to the technological advancement but
must also regulate technology to protect human
kinds and the benefits that are meant for them.
Overall, Artificial Intelligence is encouraged
and the African society must equip itself to have
a homegrown and usable technologies which
conform to the humanistic culture and ethical
standards considered acceptable in an African
society.
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Imparting Copyright Knowledge to
Police Officers
hind on this front.
Use of technology
in creations, use
of work and marketing is the new
normal. It is a
reality that copyright holders and
users must accept
and embrace.

By. Ephraim Ndiritu
One of the ultimate desire of the Kenya
Copyright Board is to ensure that Enforcement agencies more so the members of the
National Police Service are keeping abreast
with new developments arising from technological advancement in respect to Intellectual
Property rights.
Advancement in technology continues to
open new doors of hope and new opportunities. Creative industries have not been left be-

On the other hand,
copyright infringers have not been
left behind. They
are always eager to know what is new in
the world of creativity and make full use
of the works with owners’ permission thus
deriving benefits illegally. They have to be
stopped by all means.
The copyright Act No12 of 2001 was recently amended and significant aspects
of infringement on the digital platforms,
which were not addressed previously, incorporated in the Act.
Integration of the new clauses in the Act
opened a new chapter in respect to enforce-

ment of copyright and related rights. In ensuring
that members of the National Police Service are
made aware and that they understand the emerging issues as far as digital/online piracy is concerned, KECOBO’s Enforcement Department
has already commenced the journey of ensuring
that members of the National police service and
other enforcement agencies are cognizant on the
new developments.
At the same time the law enforcement agencies
are being educated on how to deal with the ever-growing menace of imposters masquerading
as copyright enforcement officers within their
jurisdictions.
A sizeable proportion of Police officers within
Central Rift, where such cases are on the rise,
have already undergone training. The most
recent training was conducted on March 24 in
Uasin Gishu County Police headquarters in Eldoret. The training saw members drawn from
14 police stations trained. The officers also received Information, education and information
(IEC) materials in regards to copyright. Several
other police stations have been lined up to receive similar training before the end of the year.

Ongea 6th Annual, East African Music Summit
By. Faith Amatika
The 6th Annual Eastern Africa Music Summit 2021 took place virtually due to challenges
brought about by COVID-19. The summit ran
from February 22 to 24 and registration was
completely free. On February 23, participants
were treated to an engaging session on royalties
as a revenue stream. The discussion also focused
on the challenges relating to collection and distribution of royalties in Africa.
The panel discussion included a key note speech
from Yvonne Chaka Chaka, ‘the original princess of Africa’, who is also the Vice President
of CISAC which is an international confederation of societies of authors and composers. Other panellists included Mr. Jotam Matariro, CEO
CAPASSO; Ms. Angela Ndambuki, Regional
Director Sub-Saharan Africa IFPI; Samuel Sangwa, Regional Director CISAC; Akotchaye Okio,
International Development Officer for Africa
– SACEM; Francis Muchina head of A&R at
Mdundo; and Faith Amatika-Omondi Senior Legal Counsel, KECOBO.

The discussion centred on the effect of
COVID-19 on Intellectual Property especially copyright royalties from music and other
creative works. For the better part of 2020,
there was almost no collection of
royalties as most businesses were
forced to shut down as states imposed lockdowns to curb the spread
of the virus. This measure had a twopronged effect on the music industry. Firstly, the closure of business
establishments meant that no works
would be used therefore no royalties
would be collected. The second effect was that artistes could not hold
live performances.

the use of artistes’ work. These include the withholding of the requisite license ordinarily issued

by the Communications Authority of Kenya as
well as the withholding of government advertising.

This left artistes with the option of
virtual performances and broadcasts.
It therefore follows that broadcasting
houses represent a large percentage
of users of copyright works. To that
end, a number of policies have been
introduced by the ministry of ICT to
ensure that the media houses pay for
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Enhancing the Use of Intellectual Property
in the Software Sector
as regards their IP rights, key contracts
involved in mobile apps, enforcement
of rights, alternative dispute resolution,
rights in data and databases, etc. The project is also relevant for legal practitioners,
judicial officers, financiers, investors, and
other stakeholders in the mobile app/software ecosystem.

By. Faith Amatika
The World Intellectual Property Organization
(WIPO) is a specialized, self-funding agency of the United Nations, with 193 member
states. It is the global forum for intellectual
property (IP) services, policy, information,
and cooperation. The WIPO’s Committee
on Development and Intellectual Property
(CDIP) was established by the WIPO General
Assembly in 2008 with a mandate to, among
other things, discuss IP, and development-related issues as agreed by the Committee, as
well as those decided by the General Assembly.
On 14th March 2018, the WIPO Secretariat
received a project proposal from the Kenya
Copyright Board entitled “Enhancing the Use
of IP in the Software Sector in African Countries”.
After much deliberation, the proposal was
approved, and the project name changed to
enhance its scope in content and geographical
reach. The project was therefore renamed to,
“Enhancing the Use of Intellectual Property in
the Software Sector”.
As such, the beneficiaries of the project are
Kenya, Trinidad and Tobago and the Philippines. The initial step of the project was the
scoping study which was conducted in the
three beneficiary countries.
In the last 10 years, the use of mobile apps has
grown exponentially, and the project is therefore a welcome step towards creating awareness among mobile app/software developers
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The project runs for three years. With a
commencement date of January 2019, it is
expected to come to an end in December
2021. Among the project deliverables are:
a)
Publication and translation of
the WIPO publication on IP and Mobile
Applications.
b)
Typology of various IP rights
relevant to protect mobile applications,
including where applicable copyright, patent, utility model, trademark, design, and
trade secrets.
c)
Training module on the role of
IP in the development and commercialization of mobile applications (including on
accessing third party information and using third party protected subject matter, as
well as on how IP can be used as a means
to raise capital and secure investments).
d)
Training module on key contracts in the mobile applications sector,
including End User License and App Developer Agreements.
e)
Training modules on mediation
and arbitration in the software sector to
be developed in cooperation with WIPO’s
Arbitration and Mediation Centre (one for
mobile applications developers and entrepreneurs and a more advanced course for
lawyers and government officials).
f)
Mentoring program connecting
experienced business leaders and specialized lawyers volunteering to assist software start-ups in the beneficiary countries.
g)
IP toolbox for use in the project
beneficiary countries and to be replicated
in other interested countries, including
through a WIPO Academy distance learning course for software sector professionals.
h)
Two workshops in each of the
beneficiary countries (first workshop to
launch the project with local stakeholders;
second workshop to validate final deliverables).
i)
Video conferences with project

beneficiaries whenever requested to further the
above activities and deliverables.
Today, most of the deliverables have been
achieved. For instance, each of the beneficiary
countries has held the first workshop to launch
the project. In Kenya this was held on January
13-15, 2020. The other notable deliverable is
that a webpage dedicated to mobile apps/software and Intellectual Property has been set up.
The IP toolbox as well as the training module on
IP development and commercialisation are still
in the process of being developed and will be
available soon. The webpage is available here
https://www.wipo.int/ip-development/en/agenda/ip_mobile_apps/and it contains most of the
project deliverables.
The other notable deliverable that has been
achieved is the series of webinars being organised to discuss topical issues relating to
mobile apps/software and IP. On January 21,
2021, a webinar on alternative dispute resolution in mobile app/software and IP disputes
was organised for the Trinidad and Tobago
developers. The webinar recording is available here https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/
recording/5734781483583480332. The issues
discussed were relevant for developers across
the globe and was therefore greatly beneficial
and timely. Webinars tailored for the Kenyan
developers will be organized and communicated soon.
The COVID-19 pandemic has made it almost
impossible for large groups of people to meet as
the World Health Organisation (WHO) has emphasised the need for social distancing as one of
the methods to curb the spread of the virus. This
has informed the development of a plethora of
software/apps for virtual meetings. Several apps
have since been developed, the most common/
popular one being ‘Zoom’. The popularity of
‘zoom’ however has a disadvantage as the word
risks becoming generic if steps are not taken to
ensure it remains a trademark.
This, and other IP aspects of the app ought to be
adequately protected by the available IP tools.
The protection of IP in mobile apps and software can therefore not be downplayed and the
project deliverables seek to ensure just that. It
is therefore important for all stakeholders in
the software/app ecosystem take advantage and
plug in to achieve maximum benefit from this
project.
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High Court Clears KECOBO To Act on
Recommendations of Forensic Audit on
CMOS
By. Cyrus Kinyungu
The High Court recently cleared the way for
Kenya Copyright Board to act on the forensic
Audit conducted on three Collective Management Organizations (CMOs) last year, after
dismissing a petition filed by a member of one
of the CMOs.
Justice DK Kemei, sitting in Machakos, ruled
that the Forensic Audit was carried out in accordance with the Constitution and the Copyright Act.
“I am satisfied that the forensic audit complained of did not violate the petitioner’s
rights and those of the Collective Management Organization under articles 10, 36 and
47 of the Constitution or any other law,” Justice Kemei ruled.
The judge ruled that KECOBO is entitled to
call for audits of the Collective Management
Organizations so as to satisfy itself that they
are acting within the law and in the best interest of members.

The Board of Directors of the Kenya
Copyright Board (KECOBO) in September last year reviewed the final report of
the three-year forensic audit on the operations of Music Copyright Society of Kenya (MCSK), Performers Rights Society of
Kenya (PRISK) and Kenya Association of
Music Producers (KAMP) and decided to
submit the audit reports to law enforcement agencies to investigate suspected
fraudulent transactions in the CMOs.
To facilitate quick investigations, the
Board had directed that the CMO staff and
Board members mentioned in connection
with possible loss of members’ funds step
aside as required under section 46F of the
Copyright Act.
However, a member of one of the CMOs
Mr. Francis Nzioki Kavuu had filed a petition in the High Court in Machakos which
prompted the court to issue conservatory

orders suspending the forensic report and all
consequential decisions of KECOBO made dependent on the said forensic audit report.
However, Justice Kemei dismissed the petition,
filed on September 28, last year for lack of merit and vacated conservatory orders which the
court had earlier granted the petitioner. “I found
it rather curious that the interested parties (the
CMOs) had come up with a stratagem where
one of its members was used as a smoking gun
to take on the 1st respondent (KECOBO) over
the impugned forensic audit,” observed the
judge.
The management of Kenya Copyright Board
had already forwarded the forensic audit to the
Directorate of Criminal investigation (DCI),
who had already commenced investigation.
KECOBO Executive Director Mr. Edward Sigei
welcomed the judgment saying implementation
of the Board of Directors’ resolutions on the audit is back on course.

Training on Intellectual Property and
Mobile Apps/Software
By Faith Amatika
Members of the current cohort of the WhiteBox program benefited from a recent training
on IP and Mobile Apps/software. The WhiteBox Program is a program of tech start-ups
under the Information Communications and
Technology (ICT) Authority. It is an innovation hub where start-ups dealing with any of
the big four agenda are nurtured and allowed
to flourish. More information on the program
can be accessed here https://www.whitebox.
go.ke.
Participants were informed of the various aspects of software and the corresponding most
suitable forms of Intellectual Property Rights
(IPRs) to be employed. For instance, patents
may be suitable for protecting the data files in
software if the data files are new, not obvious
and are industrially applicable. Trademarks,
on the other hand, are suitable for protect-

ing the name of the software/app. A good
example of this is Microsoft. Trademarks
also protect the logos and slogans among
others.
In addition, industrial designs may be applied to protect certain aspects of icons
used in an app. Design rights generally
protect the look and feel of a product. The
graphical user interfaces (GUIs) can also
be protected by industrial design. The software source and object codes can also be
protected by copyright. Copyright generally protects literary, musical and artistic
works and since the source code is usually
written down, it falls squarely under the
purview of copyright protection.
Trade secrets can also be employed. This
may be in the form of non-disclosure

agreements between different parties not to
disclose certain information relevant for maintaining a certain market advantage. Participants
were invited to check out the following webpage for more information https://www.wipo.
int/ip-development/en/agenda/ip_mobile_apps/
. They were also reminded to register their software with the Kenya Copyright Board to secure
their interests. Registration of copyright is currently free on /nrr.copyright.go.ke/.
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World Book Day –Partners Against Piracy
in Publishing

By. Cyrus Kinyungu
World Book Day is an annual event organised by the United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) to promote reading, publishing and
copyright. A partner Against Piracy (PAP)
congratulated and supported all publishers
in marking the 25th edition in the publishing
industry.
Partners Against Piracy (PAP) is a broadbased coalition of stakeholders in the copyright sector (Creative Industry: Publishers,
Actors, Producers, Production Houses etc.)
who have come together to actively advocate
against Piracy. Piracy occurs when someone
other than the copyright holder copies the
product and resells it for a fraction of the cost
that the legitimate producer charges. It is an
illegal and illegitimate reproduction of other
people’s intellectual property for economic
reasons without prior consent or authorization
from the copyright owner.
PAP reiterates its support to the International
Publishers Association (IPA) in their global
efforts to protect and promote copyright in the
publishing industry. IPA advances the belief
that protection for copyright encourages the
dissemination of knowledge and rewards creators and their publishers.
The most important assets of publishers are
the rights they own or control in the works
they publish. Copyright is the main legal instrument that protects these rights. It is the
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safeguard that protects publishers’ investment, the incentive that determines the
relationship between the author and the
publisher and provides the livelihood for
both. For this reason, the defence and promotion of copyright is one of PAP’s and
IPA’s core objectives.
With respect to rights, publishers have a
dual role. As copyright users or licensees, they are entitled through agreements
with authors and other publishers to use
copyright protected works. As copyright
owners or licensors, they grant a right to
other publishers or users to copy, translate,
adapt or otherwise use copyright protected
works. As owners of copyright, publishers
have an interest in enforcing their property and commercial rights, and to prevent
any activity putting these rights at risk as
this has a detrimental effect on any industry and will lead to the long-term erosion
of the industry.

Piracy/abuse of copyright, therefore, has a detrimental effect on the economy, since generally
those involved in piracy do not pay for goods
or services they utilize and hardly, if ever, pay
taxes and/or employ staff. The money that they
make on the theft, since that is what piracy ultimately is, goes only to their pockets and not the
rightful owners of the rights or materials. This
is the reason why PAP and IPA fight any unauthorized copying (“piracy”) and we call upon all
stakeholders to join this noble cause.
Pirates have the ability to retard and damage
economies across Africa and our belief is that
piracy needs to be treated as a priority crime
and tackled from all angles. The increasing digitization of content available online means that
technology to prevent piracy track down pirates
and prosecute them is improving rapidly. Pirates
will be caught.
Singed: Partners Against Piracy (PAP) and
Kenya Copyright Board (KECOBO)
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Intellectual Property: The Lifeline of SMEs
By Faith Amatika-Omondi
The World Intellectual Property Organization
(WIPO) recognizes the months of April and May
as Intellectual Property (IP) months with the aim
of increasing general understanding of IP. More
specifically, in 2000, WIPO member states designated the 26th day of April as the World IP day
in commemoration of the day the WIPO Convention entered into force in 1970. The convention was signed in 1967.
Every year, a theme for the day is set and there
was no better theme for this year than ‘IP &
SMEs: Taking your ideas to market’. What a
spot-on theme when COVID-19 is wreaking
havoc in the lives and businesses of individuals
at an unprecedented scale. Everyone has been
affected by the pandemic, with start-ups and
SMEs bearing the brunt. Indeed, the WIPO has
observed that ‘When economic recovery from
the fallout of COVID-19 is a priority, World IP
Day 2021 shines a light on how SMEs can use
their IP assets to build stronger, more competitive, and resilient businesses and create jobs’.
COVID has taught us that it is the intangible assets that really matter in these times. When most
nations were under lockdown for most of 2020,
businesses that depended entirely on physical
transactions were greatly affected. It was no longer possible for purchasers to travel to buy their
products. Some physical assets, for instance airplanes lost value because they remained grounded instead of being in the skies. It forced entrepreneurs to innovate and find ways of reaching
their target markets online. Business meetings
could no longer be conducted physically, leading to the popularization and emergence of vir-

tual meeting platforms like ‘Zoom’, ‘Google
Meet’, and others.
SMEs are key to the thriving of the global
economy. They account for around 90 percent of all businesses worldwide and are essential contributors to job creation and economic development. Thus, a nation with a
thriving SME ecosystem is a wealthy nation.
An SME needs an online presence to reach
as wide a market as possible. This may be
through a webpage, a social media platform
or an app with which clients can interact with
the products and make purchases. In the same
way, there must be an effective and secure
way to make payments hence investment in
fintech is key.

pertise. For instance, it may hire a professional app
developer to develop the relevant app. The contract
to be executed is key as it will determine who owns
the resulting intellectual property rights and other
properties involved.
A mobile app is composed of several features
which attract different forms of IP Rights. For example, the name of the App falls under the purview
of trademarks. The source code and other written
statements, any pictures and photos, music, etc.,
are protected by copyright as literary, artistic, and
musical works, respectively. Industrial designs
protect the graphical user interfaces etc. When executing contracts between the developer and the
user, it is important to define the ownership of such
rights.

All this boils down to an interaction with
software development either as the developer
or the user. It is therefore important for SMEs
to invest in the knowledge of software basics
depending on the type of interaction with
software by the SME. Let us take the example of an SME that deals with offering legal
services. As mentioned above, doing business
without an online presence is almost impossible in this age. This SME will therefore have
to engage the services of a web developer to
design a webpage for it. It may also need a
mobile app which will enhance its accessibility and make it easier for its clients to access
services for instance booking appointments
and simple consultations. It will also need a
reliable payment portal through which clients
can pay for services. If the SME does not
have the skills and expertise to develop the
platforms, it must source for the relevant ex-

Kenya is one of the beneficiary countries in the
WIPO Project on the use of IP in the software
sector. Under the project, a webpage dedicated to this is available here https://www.wipo.int/
ip-development/en/agenda/ip_mobile_apps/. The
page contains lots of information including learning resources, scoping studies, handbook on key
contracts, etc. In addition to the webpage, WIPO
is partnering with Kenyan experts to conduct webinars on some topics that are key in the SME
ecosystem. One such webinar is the one on key
contracts in mobile applications set for 22nd April
2021. Details will be shared via the Kenya Copyright Board pages in due course.
SMEs are therefore encouraged to take advantage
of the webpage and get informed on the best ways
to use digital tools and benefit form the IP Protection that comes with them. Any questions can be
addressed to info@copyright.go.ke.
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Enforcement Activities Held
Between July – September 2020
1. Raids Conducted
Broadcast (DSTV)

Area
Nairobi

6 raids

2. Court cases
Cases reported
Cases Investigated
Cases finalized
Cases pending under investigation
Cases pending before Court
Arbitration Cases

6
6
Nil
6
Nil
Nil

COMPLAINTS PROCEDURE
The Kenya Copyright Board (KECOBO) views complaints as being key to the continuous improvement of its services. If you have a
complaint about KECOBO, its staff or the standard of our services please submit it via either of the listed complaints channels;
#
1.

COMPLAINT CHANNEL:
KECOBO Postal Address:

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

KECOBO Emails:
KECOBO Hotline:
KECOBO Office Telephone Lines:
Website:
Twitter:
Facebook:
CAJ’s Postal Address:

9.
10.

CAJ’s Email:
CAJ’s Office Telephone Lines:

CONTACTS:
The Executive Director, Kenya Copyright Board,
P. O. Box 34670 – 00100, Nairobi.
complaints@copyight.go.ke, corruption@copyright.go.ke, info@copyright.go.ke
+254 703885033
+254 20 253 3859/69, +254 713 761 758/739 062 643
www.copyright.go.ke
@KenyaCopyright
Kenya Copyright Board
The Chairperson, Commission on Administrative Justice (CAJ)
P. O. Box 20414 - 00200, Nairobi
complain@ombudsman.go.ke
+254 20 227 0000

The management promises to respond promptly and appropriately.
The Kenya Copyright Board also guarantees confidentiality and privacy of all communications.
“Protecting Copyright, Encouraging Creativity” l ISO: 9001:2015

IN SUPPORT OF
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